<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Social Studies</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Math</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | *Jesus Is Always With Us  
*Jesus is the Son of God  
*We Celebrate God's Love  
*Baptism  
*Confirmation | Make Predictions, Story Elements, Problem/Solution, Main Idea, Prefixes, Make Inferences, Inflectional Endings, Short/Long Vowel Sounds, Parts of a Book | *Parts of a Sentence  
*4 Kinds of Sentences  
*Singular & Plural Nouns  
*Creative Writing: Journaling, Writing a Friendly Letter | *Where We Live  
*Kinds of Communities  
*Johnny Appleseed  
*Christopher Columbus  
*Map Skills | *The Ocean  
*Fossils  
*Insects | *Addition & Subtraction Facts  
*Numbers & Patterns to 100  
*Even/Odd Numbers  
*Comparing Two-Digit Numbers  
*Rounding to the Nearest 10 |
| 2       | *Penance & Reconciliation  
*God's Laws  
*Preparing for the Sacrament of Forgiveness  
*Celebrating Reconciliation  
*Advent/Christmas | Problem Solving, Make Inferences, Cause & Effect, Fantasy/Reality, Main Idea, Reference Sources, Compound Words, Prefixes, Synonyms, Context Clues, Silent Letters | *Proper Nouns  
*Pronouns  
*Present/Past-Tense Verbs  
*Forms of be/have  
*Creative Writing: Journaling, Creating a Fantasy Story | *Native Americans  
*Our Earth's Resources  
*Land Formations  
*Map Skills  
*Christmas Around the World Customs & Traditions | *Observation Skills  
*Bats  
*Spiders | *Data & Graphing  
*Money Skills: Counting Coins, Comparing Amounts, Making Change  
*Adding Two-Digit Numbers With/Without Regrouping |
| 3       | *Liturgy of the Eucharist  
*Liturgy of the Word  
*Preparing and Celebrating First Eucharist  
*Lent/Easter | Drawing Conclusions, Main Idea, Compare/Contrast, Summarize, Sequence of Events, Antonyms, Inflectional Endings, Suffixes, Soft c & g, Digraphs, Blends | *Adjectives  
*Adjectives for Size  
*Number  
*Comparisons  
*Using Commas  
*Creative Writing: Journaling, Creating a Fantasy Story | *Working Together  
*Goods & Services  
*Types of Government  
*Presidents  
*Map Skills | *Snow & Ice  
*The Arctic Tundra  
*Weather  
*Plants | *Estimating Sums  
*Subtracting Two-Digit Numbers With/Without Regrouping  
*Estimating Differences  
*Geometry, Fractions & Probability |
| 4       | *Living Our Catholic Faith  
*Serving Others  
*Saints  
*Honor Our Blessed Mother | Summarize, Sequence of Events, Main Idea, Form Generalizations, Context Clues, Multiple Meaning, Words, Figurative Language, Resources for Reference, Digraphs, Suffixes, Decoding, Soft c & g | *Contractions  
*Noun-Pronoun Agreement  
*Subject-Verb Agreement  
*Homophones  
*Creative Writing: Journaling, Use a Computer to Get Information | *Our Country Long Ago  
*U.S.A. Landmarks  
*Rain Forests  
*Map Skills | *Protecting the Earth  
*The Human Body  
*Food Groups  
*Nutrition  
*Exercise | *Time & Calendar  
*Numbers & Patterns to 1000  
*Adding & Subtracting 3-Digit Numbers  
*Measurement |